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Executive Summary
In this deliverable we present results from Work Package 3 (Best Practice Robot Algorithms) of
the European research project BRICS. Therein we aim to develop a methodology for identifying
and providing best practice algorithms in a range of robotics fields. The methodology shall be
found on objective performance measures and finally result in a number of open source best
practice libraries.
The work presented here forms the basis for Task 3.2 "Framework for identification and refactoring of best practice algorithms in robotics", which has started with refactoring existing
motion planning and 3D perception algorithms towards component-based software libraries.
The prototype for such a framework is the topic of this deliverable D3.2. The deliverable builds
on work previously published at ICAR 2009 [54], IROS 2010 [15] and ICRA 2011 [10]. The refinement and application of the methodology is an ongoing effort during the whole course of the
BRICS project.
This methodology consists of five main steps: exploration, harmonization, refactoring, integration and benchmarking. First these steps will be described. Afterwards two use-cases are
presented to show the application of the methodology. The first use-case is for mobile manipulation, the second one for 3D perception and modeling. In particular the implementation on
existing robot platforms and frameworks and the provision of benchmarks will be continued
as future work. The better integration with current related software libraries will receive major
attention as well.
This methodology and the results of its application shall provide a valuable asset in the robot
development process that is investigated in BRICS. With the availabilty of best practice libraries
as reusable software components in combination with useful guidelines on how to derive these
for other robotic domains and applications the selection of suitable algorithms and component
implementations shall be simplified significantly.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The development of service robots is a complex, inter-disciplinary task involving many aspects
from software engineering, electronics and mechatronics. But an established robot development process encompassing all these aspects is mostly missing. One of the many impacts
thereof is the observation of many ad-hoc and from-scratch developments that come with new
robot systems and applications. The reasons for these, and suggestions to improve the current
situation with a focus on software developments, is the topic of this deliverable.
Also without a well-defined development process, robot developers and system engineers typically have to make certain design decisions when developing new robotic applications. When
the requirements for an application are given, and maybe restrictions or choices of hardware
are known as well, the developers usually have to choose between different algorithms for solving the application scenario. The choice of algorithms may be strongly influenced by the underlying system architecture, or it could have impacts on the architecture itself.
Now there is a broad spectrum of the availability and knowledge of algorithms in different
robotic fields. While for some areas, for example control, very well established theories and
solutions exist, in other fields a developer has to rely on rather new research results or few existing implementations. Thus, for many service robotic tasks, theoretical analysis of algorithms
is only sparsely available, or insufficient for a real implementation.
But the algorithm itself is not yet enough. The developer must have a software implementation
that matches with the given system architecture and can fulfill the application’s requirements.
While for many algorithms a large variety of implementations exist, there are many reasons
that make it difficult firstly to choose between them, and secondly to reuse one variant in the
own application context.
The comparison of existing implementations of algorithms is an important issue, but often
far from trivial. Different implementations can easily implement some aspects slightly different, making a simple direct comparison already impossible. Also deviations of configuration
parameters or of (the implementation of ) sub-algorithms may have a substantial impact on
the performance, and thus on the suitabilty for a given application. In the current state of
many robotics fields such comparisons are in particular difficult as existing implementations
do not adhere to common concepts, let alone provide the same resp. exchangable interfaces.
In addition there are often strong dependencies on specific robots, sensors or software environments. The integration into common frameworks and the adherence to similar abstraction
hierarchies can improve comparability and options for exchange significantly. Yet the wide lack
of standards in robotics puts strong limits on these considerations. The insights gained for one
robotic system is often highly restricted to this specific setting.
Even if a choice for an existing implementation could be made, it may have to be adapted (to
be reused) for the own application. The notion of reusability therefore has gained significant
attention in software engineering. In contrast to reusing, reimplementation of algorithms is
also an option that should be taken into account. As the reuse can easily result in high and
unexpected efforts needed, given the current state of robotic software, the motivation for reimplementation and the afore-mentioned from-scratch developments may rise high and prevent
cost-efficient sustainable robotic systems.
The development of robotics applications is also characterized by many changes and improvements in the domain. As many fields are under active research, the circumstances for creating
robotic applications can vary a lot during the life cycle of robot systems. Thus, constant im-
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1.2. DEFINITION OF BEST PRACTICE
provements and adaption to current state of the art may be required in order to maintain a
sustainable competitiveness. This situation makes the development again more difficult and
poses challenges to ensure that parts of the own application keep comparable to other solutions, and that they may be reconfigured, redesigned or even substituted also late in the development process.
The major instrument we propose in this deliverable to tackle many of the issues mentioned
before is the idea of best practice. A more thourough interpretation of the term follows in the
next section. Intuitively it refers to rely more on previous experiences than on re-inventing
the wheel by making algorithms and their implementations available in a manner that they
can be better evaluated, compared and reused. We want to provide a general framework for
identification of best practice algorithms that helps to reuse them for own applications and
that can be applied to various robotic fields.
Although no particular development process is propagated here, we put a focus on componentbased and model-driven software engineering. These two engineering approaches are general
enough to cover a large spectrum of possible robotic application. In particular they appear to
tackle the inherent complexity of robotic systems well. In addition they can be combined with
other development processes that cover the whole application life cycle. In this deliverable
there is no limitation to one specific component model. The introduction of a component
model targeted at the robotics domain with an explicit separation of concern is ongoing work
in the BRICS project and will be taken up later.

1.2 Definition of best practice
The term "best practice" is defined in Wikipedia as follows1 : "Best practices are generallyaccepted, informally-standardized techniques, methods or processes that have proven themselves over time to accomplish given tasks." As this is given in a business context, the term shall
be used in the following not only in an informally-standardized way, but applied to algorithms
and software implementations thereof.
As the term indicates, there are two basic aspects of best practice. The first one is "best". The algorithm or software called best practice must be superior to other solutions. What is best relies
strongly on the given problem. Also similar scenarios may have different aspects that are relevant, leading to different things being "best". The idea of best can be qualitative, for example
"easy to understand and configure". This is naturally rather difficult to measure. More important here seem quantitative assessments. These are closely related to the idea of benchmarks,
which are supposed to be objective performance measures of algorithms with some numeric
evaluation result. While for some robotic domains benchmarks are well established, for many
other fields there are no common ways to compare algorithms, yet alone to have benchmarks
data sets or procedures available.
The second main aspect of best practice refers to practice. The algorithms should not be only
best under theoretical considerations, but practical solutions must exist as well. The algorithms
should have been implemented before and proven in practice to be of help for solving real
applications. Thus these implementations together with some evaluation assessment should
belong to common knowledge. There is a notion of common sense here, defining best practice
as solutions that are commonly regarded as effective.
The last point indicates one problem of best practice. It inheritly relies on somewhat subjective
opinions. That bears the danger of abusing the term, such as calling everything best practice
that works well in the own opinion. It might be even true to be a best solution for the specific
own environment and requirements, but not generalise well.
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Best_practice
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Best practices also evolve over time. What is considered as best can become outdated or inferior
to other, newly developed or better investigated methods. Thus the availability of generallyaccepted, established best practices is also an indication for the maturity of an engineering
discipline.
Other related terms exist as well, such as good practice and bad practice. The meanings are
rather straightforward and not further elaborated here; though it should be noted that the subjective factor may be even higher in these variances.
In the context of robotic and software development projects, the notion of best does often not
relate to the potentially existing asymptotic speed advantages of algorithms. Here the meeting
of requirements is essential, where the relevant aspects are only the efforts required to achieve
this and for maintaining the solution with changing requirements.
A prequisite for the applicability of best practice is the existence of multiple alternatives. If only
one solutions exists at all the term becomes rather obsolete. Thus, when talking about best
practice the context that is applied must be clear in order to have these multitide of possible
solutions existing and well-defined.

1.3 Outline of Methodology
The methodology presented in this deliverable for identifying best practice algorithms consists
of five major steps:
1 Exploration aims at getting an overview of the robotics domain in the given context, including a survey of relevant literature and software implementations.
2 Harmonization means to identify common building blocks, data types and interfaces
from which complex applications can be composed.
3 Refactoring deals with the provision of software assets, in particular by adapting existing
implementations.
4 Integration is meant as deployment to some specific robot system or framework.
5 Benchmarking refers to the definition of benchmarks together with the evaluation of existing implementations.
Each of these steps will be described in more detail in the following chapters. For the coverage
of one robotics domain, the methodology should be ideally done once, and the results then
be used by everyone. In reality the results must be updated regularly to keep up with research
and new developments. An explicit documentation of the processing, the decisions made and
outcomes of each step can significantly support such updates. For some steps, in particular
harmonization and benchmarking, such a documentaton is considered essential as these steps
inherently include a notion of acceptance by the robotics community resp. the developer’s
customer.
For the development of applications, different criteria may be relevant for assessing algorithms
and software implementation, thus leading to different results in all of the methodology’s steps.
That way although the methodology may be applied in general to a field, for many more specific
purposes variations may be required in order to match the desired requirements.
The methodology has been partly applied to two robotics domains. The first is mobile manipulation, which is characterized by motion planning with high number of degrees of freedom and
dependant on imprecise sensor measurements in dynamic environments. The second domain
is 3D perception and modeling, with a focus on environment reconstruction.
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2 Exploration
Exploration is the first phase of the methodology for identifying best practice and aims at getting insights into the problem domain. This includes in particular the assembling of a literature
and software survey in order to lay the foundation and define the scope for all further development activities.
In a similar way it is expected to be relevant in the early stages of a robot development process
at the requirements or design phase. There it is crucial to have a good understanding of relevant
robotic fields for multiple reasons. These reasons include to assess the feasibility of a project
itself, to be able to give estimates for work efforts and to support design decision concerning
the system architecture and possible functionalities.
A critical issue in most development process is the later correction of decisions made at an
early stage of development. If relevant algorithms or concepts were not considered adequately
from the beginning, their later introduction may cause significant overhead and in the worst
case require complete redesign and reimplementations of the applications. This is in particular a well known problem of the water fall model. The component based paradigm considered
in this deliverable is one approach to alleviate this efforts. Agile methods are another prominent paradigm with similar aims. Nevertheless the phase remains critical for the remaining
development.

2.1 Domain overview
The very first step has two major goals:
• gain basic understanding of problem domain, the vocabularies and ontologies used
therein
• define scope for own work
Several questions are to be answered at least in some preliminary way that allows to focus in
later steps. These questions include: What is possible at all; how reliable are solutions; what are
constraints that must be fulfilled? What are keywords at all that are relevant for a given task?
Which elements of a task may be not needed?
In most cases tradeoffs must be taken between accuracy/reliability and computational efforts.
Here it is good to known limits of approaches and possible variances.
This step does particulary depend on the previous knowledge of the developer, and thus it is
rather difficult to generalise. Finally the result of applying the methodology of this deliverable
should make it possible to get this overview and make the relevant project decisions without
becoming a full expert in this field.
In the context of robotics, important aspects comprise:
•
•
•
•

computational resources needed
realtime
typical dependencies, such as Linux, Math libraries, models
interdependencies between different algorithms/solutions

2.2 Literature survey
A solid literature survey needs to be performed in a structured way. Such a structured process
can be characterized by different phases that are repeated in an iterative way:
• Identification of relevant resources
• Creation and update of metadata (keywords, citation index, notes)
• Reading of relevant publications
4
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A good start for a state-of-the-art literature survey is to find a recent survey paper or book on
that topic. It can serve as a entry point for getting further references and keywords.
In order to find relevant resources, important journals and conferences must be identified that
are relevant for the problem domain. In addition key researchers or their labs are important
to know. They typically have publication lists on their websites, where in particular the latest publication should be acknowledged. Being aware of relevant journals, conferences and
key persons helps to keep track of current developments by revisiting these sources when new
material appears.
A structured keyword list helps for the search of further publications. It should be updated
while exploring the state-of-the art. Most papers have a list of relevant keywords than can be
used for this as well.
A couple of criteria can help to judge the relevance of a publication: the citation index and the
year of publication. The more citations a paper has, the higher the relevance might be. On
the contrary the older a paper is the higher the likelihood that it is outdated. Of course very
recently published papers will have a low citation index. Therefore this index can be at most
considered to be a clue. Publications search engines such as CiteSeer1 or Google Scholar2 can
greatly support the creation and maintenance of such an citation index. In order to guickly
assess if a paper is relevant for the own context, reading of the abstract, potentially also the
introduction and the concludion can help.
Finally those papers that seem to be most relevant to the domain should be read. Simultaneously they can be used to update keywords and the citation index, in addition to determining
classifications and subfields. Often the related work section in papers gives valuable hints on
which papers are considered to be state-of-the art and what limitations they might have.
There are a couple of tools that can help to create and maintain literature databases. Examples
are JabRef3 or Mendeley4 . For structuring keywords and the notes of the papers tools for editing
mindmaps are a recommended choice.

2.3 Software survey
The creation of a software survey is a process that is more difficult to structure in comparison
to a literature survey. The reason is mainly that complete and actual catalogs or collections of
software libraries do not exist for many robotic domains. One source for such lists of libraries
and functionalities are robotic frameworks. One prominent example are the ROS stacks 5 .
A number of general software websites exists as well that usually focus more on complete applications than on libraries or single functionialities relevant to robotics projects. Examples for
these are the Free Software Directory 6 and Tucows7 . At Wikipedia8 such a list is maintained as
well, though it is not complete and in some parts outdated
One aim of the BRICS project will be the creation and maintenance of such a comprehensive
list for various robotic field at the BRICS website. At the current state of the project this website
is being setup, with a preliminary version used at the 2nd BRICS research camp.
Though software lists are the basis for knowing existing alternatives at all, the evaluation and
selection of entries remains open. In particular the more detailed and complete lists are, the
1 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
2 http://scholar.google.de/
3 http://jabref.sourceforge.net/
4 http://www.mendeley.com/
5 http://www.ros.org/wiki/StackList
6 http://directory.fsf.org
7 http://www.tucows.com/
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_free_and_open_source_software_packages
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easier it is to lose time with searching through the collections and determining which entries
are relevant for the developer. For this reason many websites enable users to vote with a simple ranking (e.g. from zero to five stars) for each software. A systematic approach for such a
software review system is currently investigated within BRICS. A first implementation has been
used for the second research camp with a focus on 3D perception libraries and on reusability
aspects. As criteria for evaluation the Reuse Readiness Levels [27] defined by the NASA Earth
Science Data Systems Software Reuse Working Group were chosen.
Another source of software is scientific literature. Only in few cases are algorithms presented in
papers made directly available for download, though some recent activites such as the OpenSource Code Award 9 were established to improve the situation. More commonly software
frameworks or reference implementation are mentioned, which were improved or which serve
for comparison of results.
In order to evaluate software for the own purposes, it ideally should be installed and tested in
practice. The reason for this is that several criteria are difficult to assess from documentation
or code alone. In particular documentation may not fit well to the actual code, might be incomplete, inconsistent or misleading concerning wordings. Also reviews from other users may
only partly match, to an unknown degree, to the own case.
One aspect that must considered in this context are software licences. These can enable or
prevent the use of a software for the own purpose. In the open source context important licences include GPL, LGPL, BSD, and more, see Wikipedia10 for a comprehensive overview. In
particular the use for commercial products can be a problem. Also the combination of different
libraries can lead to conflicts between the licences that prevent a simultaneous reuse.

9 http://www.willowgarage.com/blog/2010/07/06/first-open-source-code-award-given-rss-2010?
page=24
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_license
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3 Harmonization
The second step of this methodology is concerned with the identification of common entities,
i.e. data types, black boxes and interfaces, in the problem domain. This identification is based
on the insights from the previous step. In particular the survey and analysis of existing software
libraries is taken into account in order to achieve not only best algorithms on a theoretical level,
but assure best practice by referring to existing implementations. The other major factor in this
step is the thorough understanding and analysis of the problem domain that is relevant for the
application in mind.
This step is called harmonization in contrast to standardization in order to avoid the claim that
the results are compulsary for others to follow. Standardization includes in particular a common agreement by revelant parties involved, which is beyond the goal of this work. Of course
the result of applying the methodology should be interesting and usable enough so that such
a common agreement might arise, which is also some aspect of best practice. Nevertheless
the user of the methodology might have some specific application focus in mind which puts
standardization efforts on a lower priority.
In a development process this step usually occurs somewhere in the design or early implementation phases. But already in a specification phase this can be important in order to structure
the description of requirements and properties of the system to be developed.
The identification of common data types, black boxes and interfaces is presented here as consecutive steps. Nevertheless, these three entities are not independent from each other, and in
order to achieve satisfying results multiple iterations through these substeps may be required.

3.1 Data types
The identification of suitable data types is based on two main methods. The first one is an
analysis of common stable structures in the domain. These are in contrast to variable aspects,
such as different types of algorithms. The investigation of such stable structures is put here at
the beginning as most other elements, such as components and their interfaces, then can be
build around these common elements. As such these structures define to some extend the core
aspects of the robotics domain.
Two examples will be presented in more detail in the use-cases later. In the domain of mobile manipulation configurations and paths are such central stable elements. In the area of 3d
perception those entites are point clouds and meshes.
The second method builds upon the investigation of existing software libraries. As these typically try to capture the problem domain they are addressing in a similar way to what is aimed
for in this methodology, the data types implemented in these libraries are candidates for elements of best practice solutions. Although the underlying concepts are often very similar, the
representations thereof can vary a lot. This can show up in subtle differences such as type or
precision of basic data types (e.g. float vs. double vs. int), use of different abstract data types
(e.g. lists vs. arrays) up to completely different ways of representation (e.g. explicit representation by enumerating elements vs implicit representation by describing properties of the whole
entity).
This variety may sometimes be due to the unawareness or ignorance about previous solutions.
Though in general the choice of concrete data types is a difficult tradeoff where aspects such as
performance, portability and reusability have to be weighted against each other.
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3.2 Black boxes
This step looks at de-modularizing algorithms into atomic elements. More generally this step
is concerned with finding appropriate abstractions that allow to model the required functionalities together with potential non-functional aspects.
The term black box shall indicate that the focus is on the input and output of these entities
and their role in the overall system, and not primarily on the inner working. They may come
in form of full-fledged components with well-defined provided and required interfaces. Another important form are variation points inside components. Here the motivation is to model
explicitely that multiple implementations may exist for one functionality.
The modules identified should be highly decoupled in order to maximize possibilities of reuse.
In addition they should be composable as far as possible to be of use in the deployment of
complex systems. Though it is not always straightforward which aspects does the composibility
benefit from.

3.3 Interfaces
The use of the black boxes defined above, either as components or more informal modules,
requires the definition of interfaces that allow to interconnect and compose them into complex systems. The definition of interfaces does not necessarily have to take place directly in the
final programming language. Instead the use of modeling lanugages such as UML or IDL improves the general applicability of these interfaces and allows to apply model-driven software
techniques. In the BRICS project suitable representations in combination with the component
model are being investigated.
One crucial element that interfaces should adhere to is separation of concerns [4, 66]. That
means that aspects for computation, communication, configuration and coordination should
be made explicit and clearly separated. This will increase the potential of reuse and interoperability with existing systems as well as give structure for the later implementation in source
code.
Another important aspect are the abstraction levels where the interfaces reside on. These are
closely related to the definition of the black boxes previously. Only the provision of adequate
abstractions will later enable the flexible use of these interfaces for a variety of applications.
A trade-off that has to be made is between ease of use and configurability. For the use in specific
applications the usability might have high priority in order to reduce the short-term development efforts. In a more general context a thorough configurability of components with access
to internal details seems more important in order to enable the widest spectrum of usage. In
the context of this methodology of best practices it is therefore recommended to make configuration options explicit in the interfaces, with provision of reasonable default values where
possible. In a development process for applications an explicit optimization phase might be
therefore introduced after the selection and integration of algorithms and components.
Various further aspects may be relevant for the definition of suitable interfaces, such as statefull vs state-less, etc. As these depends strongly on the given context no general recommendations are given here. Finally the interfaces shall make it possible to define and apply benchmarks on (sub-)component as well as on system level.

8
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4 Refactoring
The third step refactoring deals with the implementation of the concepts generated in the previous step. "Refactoring is a disciplined technique for restructuring an existing body of code,
altering its internal structure without changing its external behavior." [31]. The goal here is to
provide the harmonized structures defined in the previous steps by software implementations.
The term refactoring shall emphasize that primarily existing source code is supposed to be
adapted. Algorithm (re-) implementations from scratch may be required as well, if no usable
previous versions exist. Though the notion of best practice suggests that the priority is on resuing code.
A simple and very generic tool is the adapter pattern, or wrapper. This pattern denotes the
translation from a given interface implementation into a desired one. The new adapted interface thereby uses function calls to the original one. The major advantage of this pattern is
that the orginial code can in most cases be used completely unchanged, as it is only extended.
This can be important in particular with legacy code that is not fully available in source code.
Wrappers can also be often rather small in code size, enabling a solution for providing desired
interfaces that is very efficient concerning development efforts.
The downside of the extension is that the translation generates overhead during runtime. This
can be particularly relevant for large, complex data or if called in high frequencies. It depends
on the concrete case whether this is an important factor or can be neglected. Also wrappers
may not be always possible at all, if the interfaces or contexts do not contain the information
needed for the adapation. A lot of more refactoring patterns exist that may be applied, see for
example [31] for a comprehensive overview.
An aspect that is often important in the context of this methodology is the implementation
of algorithms based only on published research papers. As long as there is no culture established of accompanying publications with all the related resourced, including source code and
test data, such an implementation is often the only solution. The main problem here stems
from the fact that the description of algorithms in publications does often lack many implementation details. This can be due to restriction of pages, but also to leave the focus on the
research work without distracting implementation issues. Therefore many elements or steps
of the algorithms might have to be guessed or estimated, with unknown implications for the
final performance of the algorithm’s implementation. If the authors used for example some effective data structure that is not mentioned in his paper, the re-implementation will probably
not achieve the same results. This can have an impact on the community’s evaluation of the
algorithm itself, in cases where the re-implementation, resp. the results thereof, get publicly
known, without access to the original sources.
This re-implementation in particular, but also refactoring in general can be very time consuming. The reason is that a good understanding of the code itself, but also about the algorithm
on a higher level is required. For any non-trivial change possible side-effects and impacts on
the performance must be taken into account. Therefore key elements of the algorithm should
sustain as far as possible in order to avoid the introduction of unnecessary or even inferior new
variants.
Another goal of the refactoring step is to point out implicit assumptions in the code. In the
simplest case these may be some fixed values (magic numbers) used somewhere inside the
algorithm. But also more complex constraints might exist that are not documented in the original version. Making these issues explicit promises to improve the decision process of selecting
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best practice algorithms significantly. This might actually not be restricted to the code level,
but apply to the algorithm in general.
The system architecture or environment under which the code is being compiled and run has
not been specified so far. In fact it is suggested to try to minimize dependencies on particular
systems or librares in order to reduce the danger of dependency conflicts or limitations. The
integration into specific robotic frameworks is being explicitely tackled in the next step of the
methodology. Nevertheless, in order to be able to produce running code some choices have to
be made concerning component model, compiler and runtime environment.
As no ideal case is known so far how the results of this step can be produced in a maximal
reusable way, the suggestion is to rely on a common denominator of possible target platforms.
That way the integration into different frameworks is not prevented a priori. But it might require to use tools that avoid the lock-in to specific environments. To give an example, the programming language should match with what is expected to be used later for the application. It
may be highly desirable to provide the refactored implementations in multiple programming
languages, though restrictions on the development efforts may forbid this. Another example is
the use of platform-independent tools such as CMake or the Boost libraries. This may largely
increase the resuability of the software assets, though on the other hand it may also just not be
available for the designated target platform.
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5 Integration
In the fourth step of the methodology the software developed in the previous step is integrated
into robotic frameworks, either for simulation or on real hardware platforms. This is on one
hand a system integration phase where components are deployed in the context of the target
platforms. On the other hand this is to prepare and setup benchmark environments that allow
to evaluate the algorithms under realistic conditions.
While in the previous step the aim was to minimize dependencies and ensure the highest level
of reusability, here the deployment to specific systems is taken into account. This can of course
reduce the reusability considerably, but with the previous intermediate step this reduction is
delayed as far as possible.
For integration various further aspects will have to be considered. This are in particular timing constraints, distributed computation, uncertainties of sensor signals, control and task execution, and more. The efforts for this activity are expected to be significantly reduced if in
previous steps guidelines such as separation of concerns have been followed.
Nevertheless it might turn out that the results of the harmonization phase, in particular the
levels of abstraction chosen, do not fit well with the robotics framework. In such a case the
relevance of the specific framework for the own work has to be evaluated. In case it is regarded
as relevant, or if some aspects show up that just have been overlooked or underestimated before, an iteration of previous steps may be required. In case the robotics framework is only of
secondary interest, or if the results of the previous steps seem superior to the concepts in the
framework, this specific framework may be either skipped for integration or higher integration
efforts have to be taken into account. Though a potential short-term gain of development time
should not have a malicious effect on the thorough application of the previous harmonization
and refactoring steps.
As the concrete work in this step depends so much on the given framework, no more general
recommendations are given here.
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6 Benchmarking
The fifth and last step of the methodology for identifying best practice is concerned with the
performance measurement and evaluation of implemented algorithms. So far, the previous
steps relied mainly on reusability aspects with a high focus on achieving integration and coherence of different algorithms and software assets. The assessment of the performance of the
deployed solutions is therefore the aim of the final step of the methodology.
The proposed main method for such performance measurements are benchmarks. For a thorough discussion of benchmarks in the context of robotics we refer to the first Deliverable [59].

6.1 Definition of benchmarks
Though a common general understanding exists of what a benchmark is, several definitions of
the term have been proposed. A common denominator is the understanding of benchmark as
"the result of running a computer program, or a set of programs, in order to assess the relative
performance of an object by running a number of standard tests and trials against it" 1 . That
way, benchmarks are "precisely defined, standardized tasks" [34] with a numerical evaluation
based on some metrics [26]. Important aspects of benchmarks include repeatability, independency and unambiguity.
While for some domains established sets of benchmarks exist, several robotic fields are mostly
lacking these. There is a multitude of reasons why benchmarks were not introduced or did not
become popular.
One important aspect is the requirement of some common interface or framework in which
different algorithms may be compared. Only if algorithms can work on the same data sets,
including the way how data is provided, the condition for a comparison is given. The provision of such compatible or harmonized interfaces was therefore the main focus in the second
step of the metholodogy presented in this work. Therein the prerequisites for enabling use of
benchmarks are prepared.
It must be noted that algorithms themselves are not benchmarked. In the way benchmarks are
understood here, only implementations of algorithms are compared and evaluated in benchmarks. Those implementations are typically in software, though especially in the robotics context hardware can be as important as well. When in the following the term "benchmarks for
algorithms" is used, in fact the algorithms’ implementations are meant.
Another major difficulty of benchmarks is their acceptance by the respective community. While
the invention of simple benchmarks is apparently easy and every developer or researcher in
the need of evaluating his work has to do something similar, the scope of many such initiaves
remains very limited. In some areas, such as computer graphics cards or processors, nearly
every new product is tested against a whole bunch of different benchmarks. In contrast to
that, in most robotics domains this is by far not the case. One reason for this situation is the
inmaturity of several robotics fields, where standards or common interfaces are mostly lacking.
This problem has been accounted for in the second step of the methodology. It should be
noted again that the establishement of standards can be a very difficult and long lasting activity,
therefore this methodology tries to mostly not depend on these issues and propagate them as
far as necessary.
Another reason why benchmarks are not common in many fields is the lack of such established structures itself. Only if the advantage of applying benchmarks, in a potentially timeconsuming way requiring high efforts, does appear high enough, the chance of acceptance by
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmark_(computing)
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the developer is high enough. This may be a particular issue for robotics when real hardware is
involved. For that reason, together with a higher reproducability, simulation benchmarks are
advocated as important factor.
Another important point is the inherit limitation of benchmarks to have only a certain amount
of measures applied. This is in particular important for this methodology of identifiying best
practice, as the notion of what is desired "best" may depend strongly on the given application.
Therefore although benchmarks exist in a field, they may not capture the right aspects for a
given case. This leads to a difficult tradeoff. On one hand it is highly advised to investigate existing benchmarks in the field (cf. section 2.3) and to apply them in order to exploit established
means. On the other hand the introduction of new benchmarks has to be analysed which may
focus exactly on the relevant aspects. The latter case may represent better the given application, though it can at the same time dilute a potentially established set of benchmarks for a
domain.
A general recommendation therefore is to apply existing benchmarks as far as possible, together with a critical analysis if desired properties are captured adequately. If not, additional
benchmarks can be proposed to close the gap.
This procedure may also alleviate the impression of developers that their work is receiving inferior evaluation results than what would be justified, because the given tests and benchmarks
do not fit, are of low quality, or for other reasons.
Each benchmark consists of three main parts:
• Data set
• Test procedure
• Metrics
The data set can be directly provided for simulation benchmarks. If real hardware is involved,
this rather addresses a description with constraints of the environment. The provision of suitable data set may be a demanding task for itself, and can strongly depend on existing common
interfaces in the application domain. For example refer to the Rawseeds project [17]. The test
procedure should describe in detail how the algorithms and systems under consideration are
applied. In particular how is the data used, and how the metrics are applied. The metrics define
the type of the evaluation results and how these are computed. For a more thorough discussion
on these aspects we refer to [59] and [56].

6.2 Evaluation via benchmarks
Ideally benchmarks provide exact descriptions on how the performance of an algorithm or
robotic system can be determined. But even in this ideal case certain problems remain for
applying benchmarks and receiving objective performance results.
One crucial problem is the misconception that an algorithms, resp. its software implementation, can be evaluated as it is. In most cases there is a multitude of configuration issues that
can have tremendous impact on the algorithm’s performance. A first challenge here is to make
these configurations and variable aspects of the algorithms explicit. This challenge was one
major motivation for the refactoring in the third step of the methodology (cf. Chapter 4). If
there are hidden options or unclear interdependencies with other involved software or hardware, the significance of the achieved performance results strongly decrease.
Even if the potentially most relevant configuration options are known, the challenge to determine choices or values remains. In particular there is usually a trade-off between
• reasonable values that perform good in many, common cases
• optimized values for one specific application
• optimal values to achieve best results in one benchmark
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The last case can lead to possible abuses of benchmarks, by tweaking a system to perform good
under a benchmark, but lack similar performance with minor deviations of the task. But even
without such negative motivations, the choice of parameters is nevertheless not evident in general. Therefore, if the number of configuration options can be minimized by choosing them
automatically, or extending an algorithm by such an autoconfiguration element, the reproduction of performance results should improve. Nevertheless, the configurability of an algorithm
can be an important asset, and if any parameter choices are involved these should be made
explicit when supplying a result for a benchmark. The robustness of an algorithms to perform
satisfactorily with variation in its configuration parameters can therefore be one important best
practice criteria.
Strictly related to configuration problems is the dependency on third-party libraries and tools.
A complete specification of all components involved in the execution of a benchmark can be
very excessive, and in most cases is not done. The inclusion of core components, such as operating system, compiler, and versions of third party libraries and tools can be valuable for a
higher reproducibility of the benchmark, but does not ensure in most cases the same results
for different runs. This issues is related to the third step of this methodology, where dependencies are tried to be minimised or made explicit. In the fourth step the issues are focused that
remain when a real system, concerning software as well as hardware, is targeted.
Provided that the above-mentioned issues are handled in some way, the interpretation of the
results received from benchmarks remains open. Particularly important here is the conclusion
in what way different algorithms fit for an application scenario, and thus how much they can be
called best practice solutions. Ideally the results should support a developer who develops an
application to decide which algorithms should be taken into closer considerations. It may not
be required to provide final answers, as the requirements on different applications can vary too
much, but at least the developer should receive a solid fundament that allows him to quickly
prototype and choose the most promising alternatives for his problem.
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7 Use-case 1: mobile manipulation
In the following chapters two example are presented of how the methodology has been applied
to find best-practice algorithms in two robotic domains. The first domain is mobile manipulation, while the second one is on 3D perception. Several parts of the two following chapters are
taken from three papers published before (Section 7.1-7.3 from [15], Section 7.5 from [54] and
Section 8.1-8.5 from [10]). These citations are not marked explicitly furthermore.
The application of the methodology is shown concerning all steps. It should be noted that this
work is still ongoing, in particular with respect to a component model that supports separation
of concerns. Therefore the later steps on refactoring, integration and benchmarking are mostly
preliminary so far.

7.1 Exploration
7.1.1 Domain overview
As very first step we outline the problem domain "mobile manipulation" that shall be covered
in this use case. The term mobile manipulation indicates here the consideration of a robot
system as one integrated kinematic chain. That means the mobile base and the manipulator
are not separated for path planning and control. Such a separation is often done e.g. by first
driving the mobile robot platform somewhere close to an object to grasp, and only afterwards
planning appropriate arm and gripper motions.
The gain of integrating both systems is the efficient combination of the mobility capabilities
of a mobile robot in unlimited workspace with the dexterity of a manipulator. The drawback
of integration is that neither most algorithms for mobile robots nor for manipulators alone
work well. Main reasons are the high dimensionality of the confguration space (C-Space) and
the large scaled C-Space for the base (x; y). Typically 8 dimensions and more are used for an
integrated system. This leads to scaling problems for most exact planning approaches, such as
grid-based planning. Also skeletonization methods like Voronoi diagrams, being well suited for
mobile robots, do not scale well due to the expensive mapping of obstacles into C-Space.
Another problem stems from the fact the most industrial manipulators are tuned for high precision and exact positioning. Thus, path planning algorithms do hardly need to pay attention
to sources of uncertainty, which commonly arise with mobile robots due to wheel slipping or
sensor inaccuracies. This is an particularly relevant aspect as mobile manipulation tasks do
typically take place in dynamic environments that cannot be specified completely in advance.
In this context of mobile manipulation, several classes of probabilistic, sample-based planners
have been evolved, most notably variants of Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRM) and Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT), amongst others; see [46] for a comprehensive overview. These
algorithms typically work in the configuration space (C-space) of the robot. Elements of the
overall planning tasks (can) comprise [82]:
• representation of robot’s configuration space
• representation of paths and trajectories
• kinematic or dynamic constraints
• sampling new points in the C-space
• measuring distances in the C-space
• interpolating between two points in C-space
• computation of forward or backward kinematics
• the global planner algorithm itself
• specification of start and goal conditions
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• local planner for quickly connecting two configurations
•
•
•
•

representation of the robot’s geometry and the environment in the Cartesian 3D space
collision checking
updating path according to changing environments
handling graph- or tree-like structures for roadmaps or discretisation of the C-space

Many of the items mentioned above are addressed in current software libraries, in more or less
explicit ways, as will be presented in the following section.
The rather general definition of this domain for this use-case induces the difficulty that a wide
range of possible applications may apply, with different types of robots, environments and
tasks, that again lead to different requirements and constraints. Thus, evaluation criteria of
what is best practice can also vary much for different applications, as had been already discussed in Chapter 1.2. Therefore it should be noted that the use-case presented in this chapter
may not translate directly to a problem at hand, and the exploitation of results must take into
account whether the given circumstances match for a given problem. It will not be claimed
that there is one "best algorithm in mobile manipulation", but instead developers should find
valuable guidelines for a set of algorithms in the field that can then be tailored to their specific
needs.
7.1.2 Literature survey
The following section is not meant as a complete survey of the field of mobile manipulation
path planning and control, as this would be beyond the scope of this deliverable. But it should
provide a thorough overview on the field and in particular help to define the scope of this usecase. For a general introduction into motion planning we again refer to [46].
7.1.2.1 Static path planners
Static path planners are used to find an initial path from q i ni t to q g oal in an environment
with known, not moving obstacles. As exact path planning approaches are mostly intractable
for mobile manipulation, randomized approaches based on stochastical exploration of the
configuration space are the dominant paradigms. Within the set of randomized path planners, two approaches have been established for high-dimensional path planning: Probabilistic
Roadmaps (PRM) and Randomly Exploring Random Trees (RRT).
The classic PRM [39] is a randomized graph-based approach. It samples random nodes and
connects those nodes for which the distance between them is smaller then a predefined maximal connection distance. Due to the randomness of classic PRMs they tend to sample the
overall C-Space uniformly distributed. This causes undersampling narrow passages and oversampling free-space regions. A variant of classic PRM is the Visibility-PRM [78] which creates
less nodes, but with higher connectivity. The computationally most expensive part in the first
learning phase is the collision checking of edges and nodes of the graph. Lazy PRM [11] overcomes that problem by delaying the collision checking until a candidate path is found. A PRM
approach based on lazy evaluation of collisions and bidirectional search is the single-query
bidirectional PRM [71]. It grows two trees, one from q i ni t and one from q g oal and biases the
search to find a solution for a concrete query, instead of capturing the whole free-space in the
learning phase.
RRTs have been introduced in [43] as an efficient way to explore high-dimensional configuration spaces. This approach uses trees as an efficient data structure and biases its sampling
strategies towards unexplored regions in configuration space. One important feature is the
possibility to take kinematic constraints into account, e.g. a non-holonomic mobile base. The
underlying idea is to grow a tree from q i ni t and q g oal until they can connect to each other. One
iteration grows a tree in two different ways. Either they are extended (produce one ∆q towards
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the random node) or connected (produce as many ∆q as possible until the random node is
reached or a collision is detected).
In order to bias the path planning [45] extends this approach towards two trees where one tree
is grown randomly into unexplored regions of the C-Space and the other tries to connect to the
first tree. Therefore Bi-directional RRTs allow for possible combination of growing algorithms:
ConCon, ConExt, ExtCon, ExtExt. Each replacement of Ext with Con makes the RRT more biased, either to explore the C-Space or to bias the search towards the goal.
A grid-based approach suitable for high-dimensional configuration space is the Probabilistic
Cell Decomposition (PCD) which has been proposed in [49]. Cells are assumed to be free until
disapproving. Via sampling into free assumed cells, those cells are splitted into occupied and
not occupied if collision occurs.
7.1.2.2 Path updater
In many realistic mobile manipulation scenarios, planned paths have to be adapted due to
dynamically changing environments and moving obstacles. For a simple brute-force approach,
static planners may just replan from scratch every time a new situation has been observed. But
in most cases algorithms replanning resp. deforming the path taking into account the initial
trajectory show better performance.
An established approach for deforming a path are potential fields. In [13] a framework for path
adaptation is presented. Based on the initial path, potential fields are used to deform a path via
slightly moving way-points to collision-free configurations without modifying q i ni t and q g oal .
[37] and [84] present two PRM-based planners which plan an initial path in a static environment and afterwards adapt it continuously to dynamic changing environment. In [84] potential
fields are used to construct PRMs. Instead of C-Space PRMs, they construct milestones directly
in workspace.
A commonly used structure for replanning is the Anytime D* algorithm [47]. It allows to construct quickly an initial solution and then update it in an anytime manner. Flexible Adaptive
Dynamic PRM [6] uses that approach to construct a PRM quickly based upon density of nodes
and then continuously improve the solution based upon an heuristic. The counterpart for RRT
is presented in [30], where DDRT uses D* to construct RRTs. It efficiently adapts the initial path
to moving obstacles by trimming and regrowing invalidated edges.
An efficient implementation of multi-query PRM is presented in [37]. Based on the lazy evaluation approach, invalidated edges are removed and the PRM is repaired with single-query techniques. A not randomized method based upon potential fields is the Decomposition based
approach [14]. The aim is to decompose the overall problem into two sub-problems. First the
connectivity of free-space is captured in the low-dimensional workspace with the wavefront
expansion algorithms and then potential fields are used to navigate the manipulator within the
high-dimensional C-Space.
7.1.3 Software survey
The following list gives an overview on current libraries that support motion planning
The Motion Strategy Library (MSL) [44] was developed by the research group of Steven LaValle
at the University of Illinois. The library includes support for multiple planners (including variants of RRT, PRM and Forward Dynamic Programming FDP), collision checkers (PQP) and visualization in multiple formats. Originally deployed only under Linux, a Windows version was
published in 2008.
The Motion Planning Kit (MPK) [42] was developed by the research group of Jean-Claude
Latombe at Stanford University. It implements a fast single-query bi-directional probabilis-
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tic roadmap path planner with lazy collision-checking (SBL) and relies on PQP for collision
detection.
The Motion Planning Kernel (MPK) [33] was first developed by Ian Gipson at the Computational Robotics Lab at Simon Fraser University. It comes with a full suite of collision detection
algorithms (V-collide and SOLID amongst others) and implements path planners for RRT and
PRM.
Components for Path Planning (CoPP) [80] was developed by Morten Strandberg at the Royal
Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm, Sweden, with the aim of a clearly structured
object-oriented planning framework. Several functionalities such as samplers, metrics, local
planners, interpolators, and collision checkers (PQP, YAOBI) are explicitly distinguished with
separate base classes. The library includes planners for PRM, RRT and PCD and provides support for visualizing via Coin and VRML.
OpenRAVE [25] developed by Rosen Diankov is a framework that covers the whole development cycle around manipulation and grasping, including support for different sensor inputs,
controllers and physical simulation. Plugins are meant to provide an easy way for users to add
various custom functionalities. OpenRAVE integrates to ROS and has interfaces to Octave, Matlab and Python.
The Object-Oriented Programming System for Motion Planning (OOPSMP) [63] was developed
at Lydia Kavraki’s lab. It includes a large variety of motion planners and can handle kinodynamic constraints. Several general purpose data structures and functionalities for the domain
of motion planning are provided.
Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [81] developed by Ioan Sucan is the most recent library
in this list. It explicitly concentrates on the core path planning algorithms. Other elements such
as collision checking, simulation or motion control were originally handled by integration into
the ROS framework. Recently also a stand-alone version of the library was released. OMPL provides various planners including RRT, EST, SBL and KPIECE, and an inverse kinematics solver
(GAIK) based on Genetic algorithms.
KineoWorks is the only framework mentioned here which is not available as open source. Originally developed as Move3D [79] at LAAS, it was put into a product by Kineo. It is meant to
provide a component-based architecture that supports easy integration into applications. But
as it is not free, we will not provide further information here.
All of the libraries discussed above but KineoWorks are published as open source or are free for
non-commercial use. Most of them are under active development, while only a few seem to be
discontinued.
Notably all libraries above are written in C++. Some include scripting support for other languages or interfaces to tools such as Octave or Matlab. All of them offer some kind of 3D visualization, some also support for simulation and physics engines.

7.2 Harmonization
Most of the libraries presented above cannot be easily interchanged and it is rather difficult
to compare individual algorithms between libraries. One of the reasons is that they rely on
some base classes, which sometimes are very detailed or include certain dependencies and
that cannot easily be replaced or changed. Thus it is difficult to plug one algorithm, including
all relevant aspects, into some other piece of software. In addition, many of the more internal aspects of planning algorithms, such as samplers or metrics, may not be made explicit. In
order to exchange them, the algorithms’ source code would have to be changed. The dependency of base classes on external frameworks may also restrict the transfer of a library onto real
robots possibly with embedded PCs and limited resources. It should be noted that in particular
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the newer libraries include several mechanisms and design aspects that aim at minimizing the
before-mentioned problems.
Nearly all libraries provide some kind of support for different implementations of functionalities, most commonly in the form of inheritance from a base class. This holds true for the main
planner classes, but for example also collision checking engines are nearly always made explicit
and interchangeable.
As an example, MSL is built around the classes Model (representing kinematic and dynamic
systems), Geom (geometric objects for collision checking), Problem (general class to represent aspects of a path planning problem), Solver (base class for path planning algorithms),
Scene, Render and GUI for visualization. New functionality may be added by inheriting
from these main classes. In this specific library, metrics and interpolators for example may be
changed by overriding virtual functions in the Model class.
OpenRAVE and OOPSMP in addition provide the concepts of plugins, where different kinds of
functionalities may be attached from outside. Those plugins have to inherit from base classes
as well, but can then be loaded during runtime from dynamic libraries.
In OpenRAVE a central class EnvironmentBase glues all parts together. This is a container
for all other elements, including physics and visualization. Most elements refer back to this
container, e.g. loading from XML, connecting robots with collision checkers, or drawing is handled via calls to EnvironmentBase.
In OOPSMP the composition and configuration of planning problems is done via customized
XML files. A parser translates the XML elements into calls to dynamic libraries. That way
OOPSMP can be flexibly configured without touching any source code. On the other hand
some kind of dedicated plugin functionality is needed to extend it. Similar to OpenRave, one
container class CoreRobotData includes pointers to all components such as workspace,
state space and smoother, with these components inheriting from CoreRobotData.
OMPL is fully integrated into ROS. The environment representation for the collision detector
can be provided at runtime by an appropriate ROS node. The representation of the robot can
be loaded from URDF files. When paths have been planned, they can be published to the ROS
network. OMPL implements a number of abstract base classes such as Planner, Path, or
Goal.
A major step concerning interoperability has been made in the ROS project. There a plenitude
of standard interfaces for various aspects, from trajectories to robot kinematics and environment modeling, have been introduced in a data-centric way, without unnecessary functional
dependencies. The libraries OpenRAVE and OMPL can be used over those interfaces, increasing the interoperability significantly. That way they come close to the ideas of refactoring as
presented in section 4.
In the following we provide an overview on how some of the key concepts for motion planning
tasks are implemented in the different software libraries. These includes data structures to represent Configuration (Table 7.1), Path (Table 7.2), C-Space, (Table 7.3), Robot Kinematics (Table
7.4), and functionality such as Metric, Interpolator, Sampler (Table 7.5), Collision Detection,
and Environment Modeling (Table 7.6). Many of these concepts are represented in semantically similar ways. But the remaining differences constitute several of the major problems
concerning interoperability between libraries.
The analysis of the domain and the existing motion planning libraries led to the definition of a
number of components to capture the key concepts in this domain, see Fig. 7.1. The procedure
on how these were derived will be described in the following refactoring steps.
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Table 7.1: Classes for point in C-space

Library
MSL
MPKK er nel

Main class
MSLVector
Configuration

CoPP
MPKK i t

Config
mpkConfig

Notes

double array, includes size
vector <double>, includes
calls to OpenGL

vector <double>
vector <double>,

includes

various functions
OpenRave

TPOINT

vector <dReal>, includes, ve-

OOPSMP
OMPL

State_t
State

locities and time
double array
double array

Table 7.2: Classes for path or trajectory

Library
MSL

Main class
Planner

Notes

MPKK er nel

PA_Points

vector<Configuration>, in-

CoPP

Path

list<Cinfigurations>, in-

MPKK i t

sblPlanner

list<MSLVector>, located directly in planner’s base class
cludes calls to OpenGL
cludes time

list<mpkConfig>,

includes

various functions
OpenRave

Trajectory

OOPSMP

Path

OMPL

Path

vector<TPOINT>,
vector<TSEGMENT>, includes
elements for dynamic motion
control
includes interfaces for time, splitting and more. Base class with various implementations
points
to
a
SpaceInformation, derived
classes include array of State

Table 7.3: Classes for C-space

Library
MSL

MPKK er nel
CoPP
MPKK i t
OpenRave
OOPSMP

OMPL

Main class
Problem,
Model

Notes
includes upper/lower limits,
start and goal configuration.
control inputs and system
simulation
Universe,
includes upper/lower limits,
RobotBase
start and goal configuration
DOF_Properties stored in multiple places, where
needed
limits are implicitly in planner
ConfigurationStateincludes limits and number of
DoF
StateSpace
includes bounding box and various other functions, many concrete implementation
SpaceInformation includes start and goal configurations,
dimension,
StateDistanceEvaluator,

StateValidityChecker
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Table 7.4: Robot Kinematics data structures

Library
MSL

Main class
Model

MPKK er nel
CoPP

OpenRave

RobotBase
vector <LinkBase*>
KinematicNode vector <DOF_Properties>,
limits are stored in Robot class as
well
mpkBaseRobot includes pointer to a parent joint,
spatial transforms, triangulated
link model, PQP and SoQT data
KinBody
vector vector<Joints>

OOPSMP

StateSpace

MPKK i t

Notes
includes kinematic structure and
control

vector <Links>
implicitly

defined

via

StateSpace and related classes
OMPL

based on ROS using URDF files

Table 7.5: Interfaces for Metrics; Interpolator; Sampler

Library
MSL

MPKK er nel
CoPP

Notes

Model (and Problem) with virtual functions for
Metric and Interpolator. Sampling as virtual function ChooseState in each planner class
Sampler and metric as virtual functions in planner
base classes. Interpolation hard-coded in planner
classes
Metric;
Interpolator;
ConfigSpaceSampler

MPKK i t

OpenRAVE

non-virtual functions in class mpkConfig for metrics and interpolating. Sampling hard-coded in
planner
classes DistanceMetric; SampleFunction;
four interpolation methods hard-coded in

Trajectory
OOPSMP
OMPL

distance

function in StateSpace; classes
PathGenerator; ValidStateSampler
classes
StateDistanceEvaluator;
StateSamplingCore; interpolation done in
planners

Table 7.6: Interfaces for Collision detector and environment modeling

Library
MSL
MPKK er nel
CoPP

MPKK i t
OpenRAVE

OOPSMP
OMPL

BRICS Deliverable D3.2

Notes

Geom with derived class for PQP
CollisionDetectorBase. Universe has an
array of Mesh which can model various objects.
ObjectSet. Base class Geom stores a position,
with inherited classes for triangles and convex objects.
mpkCollDistAlgo uses PQP or own collision detector
CollisionCheckerBase. KinBody includes
TRIMESH and GEOMPROPERTIES for modelling
triangle meshes
CollisionDetector. Workspace holds list of
Part, support of polygons
Based
on
ROS
with
interfaces
of
CollisionSpace and various geometry messages
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7.3 Refactoring
After the analysis of existing libraries, the CoPP library was chosen to serve as basis in order
to test the following steps of this methodology. The main reason for this was the clear objectoriented design of the library. Many of the designated algorithms such as planners, samplers,
etc. had been already explicitely modelled. As this decision had been taken already two year
ago, there is no claim that the same choice would have been made nowadays. Current frameworks, in particular either ompl or OpenRAVE, would have probably given a higher priority.
The following describes refactoring steps that have been applied to the CoPP library in order to
approach a component based design that is expected to significantly ease the reuse and integration into applications as well as the benchmarking of the algorithms therein. The transition
from a motion planning class library such as CoPP to a motion planning component system has
required the redistribution of responsibilities (i.e. functionalities) among the original classes
and added new classes. In addition, it involved the aggregation of class instances (objects) into
components and the definition of component interfaces that make components functionality
available to their clients.
In particular, the refactoring process of the motion planning library consisted of the ordered
application of the following four well-known architecture refactoring patterns [23], which provide concrete guidelines to restructure the architecture of software systems: Move Behavior
Close to Data, Split up God Class, Eliminate Navigation Code, and Transform Conditionals into
Registration. While the first two transformations are mostly related to the definition of component interfaces, the latter two are more related to component implementations.
7.3.1 Transformation I: Move Behavior Close to Data
The refactoring pattern Move Behavior Close to Data suggests introducing data containers that
harmonize existing data structures and assigning them the responsibilities to create, initialize,
update, transform, and elaborate encapsulated data.
The guidelines of this pattern have lead us to the definition of the new ConfigurationSpace
component (see Fig. 7.1). It is in charge of maintaining the representation of the robot configuration space. While all investigated libraries have some data structure for robot configuration
Configuration is represented as a vector of n values, each representing a point in the robot’s
configuration space. The ConfigurationSpace component stores at least the following configurations:
• lowerConfig is the configuration that represents the lower bound of the configuration
space
• upperConfig is the configuration that represents the upper bound of the configuration
space
• currentConfig is a list of robot’s configurations at given instants of time.
Depending on the type of configuration space, additional data may be required for example to
represent rotational joints or a rigid body moving in 2D space, resulting in SE (2).
The ConfigurationSpace component offers services that were implemented as separated class
hierarchies in the original motion planning libraries, such as the algorithms for configuration
interpolating and for measuring distances between pairs of configurations. The configuration
pair may be provided by the client or may correspond to two current configurations at different
instants of time. We have defined the following three provided interfaces:
• ConfigurationSetup
• ConfigurationInterpolating
• ConfigurationMetric
The ConfigurationSpace component does not implement any required interface. Thus it has
no dependency to other components and can be reused independently of other motion plan-
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Robot Kinematics

SpaceBrowsing

SpaceUpdated

Figure 7.1: The component structure after refactoring

ning components as building block for the implementation of robot functionality where robot’s
configurations need to be represented, such as motion control, navigation, and manipulation.
We have applied the refactoring pattern Move Behavior Close to Data to the original motion
planning libraries iteratively. It has lead us to the identification of two more components that
behave as data container with provided interfaces only (see Fig. 7.1):
• The CartesianSpace component encapsulates the geometric representation of the robot’s
environment and implements interfaces for updating and browsing it.
• The Graph component is a wrapper of external graph management libraries that implements standard interfaces for creating, updating, and processing data organized as graph
structures.
7.3.2 Transformation II: Split up God Class
Motion planning algorithms are often implemented by structuring the code according to the
functional decomposition approach, where most of the logic of the functionality is provided
by a single "god class", like MotionPlanner. God classes are hard to extend, modify or subclass
because they assume too many responsibilities and changes affect large numbers of methods
or instance variables. The Split up God Class pattern refactors a procedural god class into a
number of simple, more cohesive classes.
The iterative application of this pattern to the motion planning class libraries has generated
three components: RobotKinematics, CollisionChecker, and PathPlanner. The first iteration
has produced the clear separation of two core functionalities, i.e. collision checking and path
planning. Most class libraries already offer distinct specialization hierarchies for the implementation of collision checking and path planning algorithms, but their high level abstract
classes are incompatible and in some cases have a long list of methods with a large number of
parameters.
The CollisionChecker component maintains an internal representation of the robot environment, which is an algorithm-specific approximation (e.g. using bounding boxes) of the Cartesian space. This internal representation needs to be updated when the robot’s Cartesian space
gets modified, for example when the robot or other objects change their position. For this purpose, this component requires the SpaceBrowsing interface of the CartesianSpace component
and implements the SpaceUpdated event listener. The provided interface CollisionChecking
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defines the operations that the path planner can invoke to check and inspect collisions among
objects in the robot’s environment.
The RobotKinematics component stores the robot’s kinematic model and implements only provided interfaces for invoking the forward and inverse kinematic transformations.
Finally, the PathPlanner component implements the algorithms that generate a robot path as
a sequence of collision-free configurations. The simplified interaction between the seven components in Fig. 7.1 consists of the following sequence of steps: PathPlanner generates (samples) a new robot configuration, updates ConfigurationSpace, gets the new robot position from
the RobotKinematics component, updates CartesianSpace, checks if the new configuration is
collision free and, if this is the case, updates Graph.
Thus, it is clear that the PathPlanner component uses and integrates the services of the other
components to build a specific robot functionality and that these components can be reused
as building blocks for the implementation of other functionality.
7.3.3 Transformation III: Transform Conditionals into Registration
Components that implement the same interfaces and offer similar functionality are typically
implemented around common entities and mechanisms, which are core aspects of the provided functionality (e.g. the concepts of Path and Configuration in motion planning) and can
be represented as stable data structures and operations. In contrast, those aspects of a component implementation that are more likely to be affected by the evolution of the application
domain represent its variation points.
The variation points are abstract classes that implement stable data structures and operations
that are common to a family of similar algorithms. From the analysis of motion planning libraries we have identified four core variation points: GlobalPlanner, LocalPlanner, Sampler,
and PathUpdater. The component developer customizes the component framework by supplying concrete subclasses (e.g. PRMPlanner, BinaryConnector, UniformSampler, and ElasticStripUpdater) that implement specific algorithms and represent possible variants of each
variation point.
Components frameworks can be customized at design time, when the software developer implements specific variants (e.g. algorithms) for each variation point, or at run time, when one
of several alternative variants is selected according to current execution context. For example,
variants of a specific family of algorithms could be switched through a graphical user interface
in order to benchmark and compare their performance during experiment sessions. Alternatively, the robot could select the most effective algorithm autonomously according to situation
awareness (e.g. a fast path planner in open space environments and a powerful path planner
in cluttered environments).
Both situations require a component’s client (e.g. the GUI or the robot controller) to switch
among several variants. This is potentially implemented as long methods consisting almost
entirely of case statements, which make the code more difficult to maintain.
The pattern Transform Conditionals into Registration aims at reducing the coupling between
component variants and clients so that the addition or removal of variants does not lead to
changing the code of the clients. Therefore the pattern suggests introducing a registration
mechanism to which each variant is responsible for registering itself. The component clients
are then transformed to query the registration repository instead of performing conditionals.
We defined class VariantDescriptor that encapsulates the information necessary for registering,
querying, instantiating, and using each component variant and class VariationManager that is
queried by the component clients to check the presence of and instantiate specific variants.
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Figure 7.2: The Path Planner Component Framework

For each variation point (e.g. GlobalPlanner) class PlannerComponent encapsulates a member
variable that points to the current selected variant.
7.3.4 Transformation IV: Eliminate Navigation Code
A component’s clients need to access functionality, which in most cases are provided by specific variant objects. For example, the GlobalPlanner variation point represents the core logic
of the PathPlanner component and is available in several variants, each one implementing a
specific algorithm for global planning. The GlobalPlanner and its variants implement interface
PathPlanning, which defines the fundamental operation Path getPath(Configuration
start, Configuration end).
The analysis of the motion planning libraries reveals that clients of these libraries (e.g. the robot
control application) typically have direct access to the objects that implement planning algorithms. In our case, direct access to variant objects would require navigating through classes
PlannerComponent and VariationManager in order to get a reference to individual variant objects. This would violate component encapsulation and would couple clients and variant objects unnecessarily.
Pattern Eliminate Navigation Code suggests preventing these problems by transforming object containers into service providers. This is the case of PlannerComponent, which maintains
pointers to current variant objects. It implements interface PathPlanning and delegates the
execution of its operations to the current variant of GlobalPlanner.
By applying Transformation III and Transformation IV, we defined two distinct provided interfaces for the PathPlanner component. Interface PlannerSetup allows clients configuring the
component by selecting specific variants for each variation point. Interface PathPlanning allows clients accessing component’s functionality. It is clear that different clients can access
the two interfaces independently. For example, the GUI (one client) can switch two variants of
the same variation point (e.g. LocalPlanner) that will be used to compute paths for the robot
controller (another client).
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7.4 Integration
The refactored components have been only preliminary integrated into real systems so far. A
first integration took place for the prototype versions of the KUKA youBot. Their control programs were based on the Microsoft Robotics Studio framework. The environment for the planning task together with the robot model were modelled independently based on custom defined files. Trajectories could be followed by calling continously appropriate service functions
in the Robotics Studio framework. As newer versions of the KUKA youBot were not based anymore on this system, these initial integration efforts have not been continued. As rather specific issues had to be tackled concerning integration into .Net which are not relevant anymore
no more details are presented here. More information can be found in [54].
A second integration was first done by implementating a COLLADA parser. That way COLLADA files (version 1.5) can be loaded as models for robots as well as for the environment.
Robot models for the KUKA youBot and the Care-O-bot could be provided that way and used
for planning paths. Another major step is the integration into the ROS framework, which is
still ongoing work. This is expected to give a boost concerning comparability with other recent
motion planning systems, most notably ompl and OpenRAVE..

7.5 Benchmarking
Some first comparisons have been made with the refactored system in order to provide some
proof of concept of the system. They illustrate how different variants influence the behavior
of the planning system. Though these are mostly simple performance evaluations and not yet
mature enough for being benchmarks. The definition of useful benchmarks is one major focus
of future work.
For our experiments, we provide two scenarios similarly used as testbeds in [48]. In scenario I,
pick and place, the task is to place a can from the ground into a shelf. The goal configuration is
close to a collision, see Figure 7.3(a). In scenario II, room navigation, a point to point navigation
needs to be planned. The door and the obstacle boxes create a narrow passage problem (see
Figure 7.3(b)), which presents a classical hurdle for several types of path planners.
The robot system considered here is a 5 DOF robot arm mounted on a mobile, holonomic base.
Thus, our motion planning problem has to be solved in 8 dimensions, where 2 dimensions are
arbitrarily large. The planar workspace however is restricted to 2 × 2m.
Five different path planning algorithms will be compared for all experiments, covering the
major mobile manipulation paradigms: Probabilistic Cell Decomposition (PCD), Classic PRM
(PRM), Visibility PRM (Visibility), RRT ConExt (RRTConExt) and RRT ExtCon (RRTExtCon).
We conduct three experiments in total: First, we investigate the influence of different collision
checker engines on the path planning in Scenario I. Since collision checking is an essential
factor of time in sampling based motion planning, it is important to choose a well configured
collision checker for a given problem. Exemplarily, we take PQP, YAOBI 1 and Bullet 2 into
consideration.
Second, we compare the quality of a planned path based on its length and computation time.
Therefore, we use different path smoothers running on the planned path on scenario I. The
smoothing methods considered are backward path pruning (pruning), shortcut method (shortcut), partial shortcut (partial) and for comparison a non-smoothed path (noSmooth). The termination criterion for partial shortcut is either 50 iteration or 1 second. The other smoothers
terminate deterministically based on the planned path length.
1 http://sourceforge.net/projects/yaobi
2 http://www.bulletphysics.com
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Third, we vary the sampling strategy for each planner running on Scenario II. We compare
obstacle-biased (Gaussian) and distribution-biased (Halton) samplers to a uniform distribution and their impact on the path planning time.
For all experiments, we fixed the following constraints:
• Based on preliminary experiments searching for optimal weights, the weights λ for the
Manhattan metric were set to λ = {1, 1, 562, 424, 464, 306, 166, 14}.
• The discretization of a path for collision-checking is set to 200 units, measured with the
λ-weighted metric.
• The maximal connection distance for PRM nodes and the extension step for RRTs are set
to 600 units.
• A brute force nearest neighbor method, iterating over all nodes in PRMs and RRTs, is used
(e.g. see [85]).

(a) Scenario 1: Pick and place.

(b) Scenario 2: Room navigation.

Figure 7.3: Scenarios used as testbeds for evaluating different configurations of algorithms. The red
shaded robot marks the goal configuration.

For all experiments, we measure the path planning time in seconds and the path length measured in C-Space based in our λ-weighted Manhattan metric.
The simulations were run on a dual core PC with 2 GHz (T7300) and 2 GB DDR2 RAM, the
results were averaged over 30 runs.
7.5.1 Planning with different collision checker engines
We conducted a series on path planning experiments with different collision checker engines.
The impact of the implemented libraries (PQP, YAOBI and Bullet) on the runtime can be seen
in Figure 3. The plot displays the average runtime for each planner in combination with each
collision checker. Error bars indicate the standard deviation. The runtime deviation of the PCD
is large (σ = 3142), which is due to the fact that this algorithm sometimes mistakes the solution
path. In this setting, the current implementation of Bullet is slower on all runs, and YAOBI
slightly outperforms PQP.
7.5.2 Plan with different smoothers
Most probabilistic planners produce paths with unnecessary motion, and a successive smoothing is needed to produce reasonable paths. In the following experiment, we analyze the
path quality w.r.t. computation time and path length for different planners using different
smoothers.
Taking a combined view on Figure 7.5(a) and Figure 7.5(b) leads to multiple insights. Comparing PRM-based with RRT-based approaches shows that, for the given parameters, PRMs terminate quicker but produce longer paths than RRTs. Comparing the different smoothers shows
that backward pruning has the highest impact on path length for a small increase in execution
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Figure 7.4: Path planning using different collision checker engines.

time. Partial shortcut smoothing only performed well on the PCD output, which itself is a high
quality path compared to the others. The PCD algorithm, on one hand, has the highest deviation in runtime performance, but on the other hand, the path length is the shortest with the
smallest standard deviation and little need of path smoothing.
7.5.3 Plan with different samplers
An essential issue in sampling based motion planning is the distribution of the samples. The
influence on runtime is analyzed in this experiment, where we use either Gaussian, Halton or
uniform distribution patterns. To establish an understanding of the differences, we give an
overview on these patterns simplified on 2D instead of 8D in Figures 7.6(a) to 7.6(i).
Using different sampling strategies leads to differences in runtime and path length (see Figure
7.7). These results are heavily influenced by the environment. In this scenario, the Halton
sampler yields in longer runtimes with little impact on the path length. The Gaussian sampler
performs similar to the uniform distribution. Considering the path length, PRMs and RRTs
using the quasi-random Halton sampler produce the same paths length using similar time.
Only PCD using Halton varies in path length since it uses additional randomizations during
cell splitting. Overall, PCD produces the shortest paths compared to the others, but with the
drawback of high variances in runtime.
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(a) Average runtime for each planner + smoother.

(b) Average path length for each planner + smoother.

Figure 7.5: The impact of pruning, shortcut and partial shortcut smoothers are compared to originally
planned paths. 30 runs in scenario II, room navigation.
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(a) Uniform 100

(b) Uniform 300

(c) Uniform 500

(d) Halton 100

(e) Halton 300

(f) Halton 500

(g) Gaussian 100

(h) Gaussian 300

(i) Gaussian 500

Figure 7.6: Different sampler patterns in 2D, increasing sampling time from left to right, after 100, 300
and 500 samples. Halton sampler is more equally distributed than an uniform distribution, whereas the
Gaussian samples around obstacles (here with µ = 200 and σ = 50).
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(a) Average runtime for each planner using different samplers.

(b) Average path length for each planner using different samplers.

Figure 7.7: Using different sampling strategies influence the path planning performance in scenario II,
room navigation on 30 runs.
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8 Use-case 2: 3D perception and modeling
The second use-case in this deliverable deals with 3D perception and modeling. Similar to the
previous use-case, the work presented here is ongoing work. The following text is mostly taken
from [10].
The use-case targets 3D perception for mobile manipulation applications. The task is to close
the gap between the real world and 3D environment models that are needed by the mobile
manipulation planning algorithms. That means the scope is here limited to 3D environment
reconstruction. Object detection techniques are so far neglected and left open for future work.

8.1 Exploration
8.1.1 Domain overview
The prevalent representation for 3D processing algorithms are Cartesian point clouds. As mobile manipulation planners typically need a triangle set representation of the environment, the
processing stages for 3D perception and modeling aim to create the required triangle mesh of
the environment with sensor data as input. This process has several stages [35, 86, 70]: depth
perception, filtering, registration, segmentation, mesh generation and visualization (cf. Fig. 8.1).

Figure 8.1: Overview of 3D perception and modeling processing stages and involved data-types.

• Depth perception describes technology to measure distances in a 3D environment.
• A filter is an algorithm that is able to process a data stream, in this case point cloud data.
• Registration, also sometimes referred as matching, is the process of merging data from
different viewpoints into one global, consistent coordinate frame.
• Segmentation means a spatial partitioning of point clouds into subsets that belong to different geometric objects.
• The goal of the mesh generation step is to transform a 3D point cloud into a surface mesh.
• Visualization, or rendering, is the process of displaying the 3D models. This process can
be regarded as optional but it is useful for visually judging success or failure of an algorithm or to debug an application.
There is no strict order of these steps. For instance registration could be performed after mesh
generation. Some steps can even be skipped completely, depending on the application.
Filtering
The focus of the following survey is on the registration and the mesh generation process. Filtering and segmentation methods are also briefly discussed.
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For 3D perception and modeling, there are three major filtering techniques for point clouds:
noise reduction, size reduction and normal estimation.
A noise reduction filter tries to cope with noisy measurements from a depth perception device.
[60] reduce "salt and pepper noise" by a median filter. [53] use smoothing techniques for point
clouds based on estimated normals and a robust hyperplane projection.
Filters for normal estimation calculate normals for the points in a point cloud, such that the
normals represent the plane normal of an underlying patch of the surface. Point normals are
required for various algorithms like registration methods [2], segmentation [70] and mesh generation algorithms [40], [20] [19]. Most approaches calculate the k-Nearest Neighborhood of a
query point and fit some geometric patch to approximate the local surface [62, 36, 55, 70]
Registration
Global strategies for registration involve genetic algorithms like [77], or evolutionary computation approaches [22]. As these registration methods are computationally expensive they are
uncommon for applications in the robotics domain, where (near) real-time capabilities are important. A recent development HSM3D [18] uses the Hough transform for global registration.
As comprehensive experiments have not been performed yet, it remains unclear how competitive this solution is compared to other existing approaches. Therefore, most efforts have been
spent on local registration techniques.
The most prominent local registration algorithm is the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) by [9] and
[87]. Since then various improvements have been made that mostly address the correspondence
problem of finding corresponding point pairs in two point clouds and the rigid transformation
estimation problem.
Approaches to increase robustness for the correspondence problem typically enhance the
spatial information of a point by additional information like intensity [1], color [38] or point
normals [2]. The calculation of distinctive features in point clouds to deliver an approximate
initial alignment is applied by [32] and [75]. Recently the Point Feature Histograms (PFH) [69]
has been developed, with an improved version called Fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFH)
[68]. [52] improves robustness for the correspondence problem, by computing a rough initial
transformation guess with an Extended Gaussian Image (EGI) and a rotational Fourier function.
Various improvements that address computational complexity for the ICP have been proposed
by [67]. A widely used solution to reduce complexity in k-Nearest Neighbors problems is the
usage of k-d trees [61]. Approximated versions of k-d trees have been developed by [5], [76] and
[57]. The concept of hierarchical k-means is used by [58] in their vocabulary tree approach.
Along with the improvements for computational complexity, the computation of the rigid
transformation estimation is an important step for the ICP algorithm: As depicted by [61],
four closed-form variants exist. Beside the closed form solutions, approximated estimation approaches exist as well, such as the helical motion based method proposed by [64].
A recent development for a local non-ICP based method is the probabilistic Normal Distributions Transform (NDT) [51]. A comparison of ICP and NDT [50] concludes that no algorithm
clearly outperforms the other one.
Segmentation
Common segmentation criteria are normals of the points in a point cloud [35], as demonstrated
in [70] in a kitchen-like environment. Model fitting is performed by [86], as they try to detect
buildings in a reconstruction process for large environments. [73] use a sampling technique
to find basic shapes like planes, cylinders, cones and tori in a point cloud. The segmentation
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algorithm of [83] first performs a decomposition of space into regular cubes, then planes are
detected with the help of the RANSAC principle. Finally a refinement step with a region growing
strategy is applied. Further segmentation methods are based on edges [72], curvature estimates
[8] or smoothness constraints [65].
Mesh generation
Some algorithms need estimated normals in the point cloud, for example the Poisson reconstruction method by [40].
Many approaches for surface mesh generation are based on the Delaunay triangulation.
[12] contributes fundamentals for mesh generation algorithms by analyzing the properties for
common geometric representations, including partitions with the Delaunay criterion. The author introduces the strategy to label tetrahedrons into inside and outside simplices. This categorization allows to deduce the surface of an object. The algorithms from the CRUST and
COCONE family [3, 24, 41] rely on Delaunay triangulation, as well as the α-shapes algorithm by
[28].
Other approaches that are independent of Delaunay triangulations have been proposed. [7]
presents the growing based ball-pivoting algorithm. The Frontal Algorithm by [74] calculates
special points and generates the mesh according to a rule set.
8.1.2 Open source libraries for 3D perception and modeling
This section surveys existing open source libraries that are related to the 3D perception and
modeling domain. All libraries are written in C/C++.
Functionality for algorithms in the Filtering, Registration and Segmentation steps can be found
in the 6DSLAM1 , the MRPT2 , the IVT3 , the Fair4 , packages from the ROS5 , in particular the PCL
6
the VTK7 , or the ITK8 library. Libraries that have a focus on mesh generation are Meshlab9 ,
CGAL10 , Gmsh11 , Qhull12 , or OSG13 . Most libraries offer capabilities for Visualization. Algorithms to solve the k-Nearest Neighbor search can be found in the ANN14 the FLANN15 or the
STANN16 library.

8.2 Harmonization
The three predominant data-types are Cartesian points, Cartesian point clouds, and triangle
meshes. An in-depth analysis of existing open source libraries revealed the following commonalities.
1 http://slam6d.sourceforge.net/
2 http://www.mrpt.org/
3 http://ivt.sourceforge.net/
4 http://sourceforge.net/projects/openvolksbot/
5 http://www.ros.org/wiki/
6 http://www.ros.org/wiki/pcl
7 http://ivt.sourceforge.net/
8 http://www.itk.org/
9 http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/
10 http://www.cgal.org/
11 http://www.geuz.org/gmsh/
12 http://www.qhull.org/
13 http://www.openscenegraph.org/projects/osg
14 http://www.cs.umd.edu/~mount/ANN/
15 http://people.cs.ubc.ca/~mariusm/index.php/FLANN/FLANN
16 http://sites.google.com/a/compgeom.com/stann/
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Cartesian point
Most libraries use a representation with simple x, y, and z variables as coordinates. Basic matrix operation functionality is commonly used among the investigated libraries, as the Cartesian point also serves as vector of dimensionality three. Thus a harmonized point should support simple vector algebra as addition, subtraction and multiplication with a scalar. Streaming
support is not a commonly available feature. Nevertheless it can be convenient to have, as it
allows to easily dump the output for debugging or logging activities, and makes conversions
to other point representations simpler. A harmonized data-type must preserve flexibility to future extension. Possible extensions of a point could be color information, estimated normals,
weights, probabilities, feature vector descriptors for distinctive properties or flags if a point is
valid or not. It is possible to implement such extensions via class inheritance, but with growing requirements the inheritance hierarchy would have a combinatorial explosion of possible
combinations. To overcome this problem we propose to use the decorator software pattern
[29].
Cartesian point cloud
The harmonized Cartesian point cloud will essentially consist of a vector of points as this is
the most common way, among the investigated libraries, to represent it. Supported operations
should include streaming capabilities similar to the Cartesian point requirements, homogeneous transformations and simple manipulation operations such as adding new points.
Triangle meshes
The analysis of the libraries revealed two common ways to represent triangle meshes: The first
variant uses an implicit representation with a vector of vertices and a vector of indices. Three
consecutive indices, referencing the vertices vector, form a triangle. The advantage is the memory efficient storage, as vertices do not need to be inserted multiple times into the mesh if one
vertex belongs to several triangles. The disadvantage is that both vectors have to be carefully
maintained while adding or removing triangles. Furthermore it is less flexible for future extension, because a triangle might have additional information like color, a validity flag, a probability or a texture reference.
The explicit version uses a vector of triangles, where each triangle consists of three vertices.
This representation is more flexible in the sense that a basic triangle class can be extended or
decorated in future developments, similar to the Cartesian point. On the other hand it might
be less memory efficient.
A harmonized triangle mesh should support both representations. This can be achieved by
an abstract class allowing access with a common interface, so a potential user can choose
which implementation fits most to an application or a problem. However that does not necessarily mean both representations are always fully exchangeable. A common functionality
is the streaming support which allows to easily read and write data to standard output, files
or other implementations of triangle meshes. As an additional feature a harmonized triangle
mesh should support homogeneous coordinates transformations similar to the Cartesian point
clouds.

8.3 Refactoring
For 3D perception and modeling in an environment reconstruction context, at least the following atomic components can be identified: The Octree component, the Iterative Closest Point
component, the k-Nearest Neighbors search component and the Delaunay triangulation component.
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This list does not claim to be complete, but these are the most common elements as deduced
from the Exploration phase.
8.3.1 The Octree component
The Octree algorithm is a popular method to reduce point clouds. It is used for voxel representations or for surface mesh generation approaches. The Octree can be regarded as a common
atomic element for 3D perception and modeling applications.
The Octree component has two different roles: as reduction filter, and as structured partition
of the space into cubes. To account for both roles, two separate provided interfaces are offered for each functionality. The first functional interface provides capabilities to reduce point
clouds. The other functional interface provides functionality to partition a point cloud into a
set of smaller point clouds. A third provided interface is offered in order to decouple the configuration from the functional interfaces. For the Octree only the parameter voxel size needs
to be configured. The Octree component does not depend on other modules and thus has no
required interfaces.
8.3.2 The Iterative Closest Point component
A common method to register multiple point clouds into one common coordinate frame is the
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm.
The ICP algorithm has two major sub-elements: a step that establishes point correspondences
and a step that estimates rigid transformations. Both steps can be solved by various approaches.
To be able to exchange atomic parts, both steps are encapsulated as subcomponents. These
subcomponents are addressed by two required interfaces.
The ICP component offers the matching functionality in two provided interfaces. The first,
minimal interface needs to accept two point clouds: model and data, and calculates the translation and rotation that needs to be applied to the data so that it is aligned to the model. The
rotation and translation can be summarized in a homogeneous transformation matrix. The
second interface reveals more internal details to the user of this component. This interface has
getter and setter methods for the data and the model point cloud and a method that invokes
only one iteration of the ICP and returns the error. It allows to define new termination criteria
or it enables a system scheduler to invoke this component iteratively according to a scheduling policy. This second interface is stateful that means the results rely on previous states. This
implies a contract on the interface: to correctly use this interface first set data and model, then
invoke the next iteration, as often as desired.
The first provided interface is stateless, that means the behavior is always the same, while the
behavior of the second interface depends on the history of preceding events [16]. Both interface
types are clearly separated. There is an additional interface that fulfills the configuration role.
It allows to manipulate the convergence threshold, the maximum number of iterations and to
configure the required subcomponents.
The Point Correspondence subcomponent
The component for establishing the point-to-point correspondences needs two point clouds
as input data and returns a list of corresponding points. The provided interface has just one
method that allows to calculate point-to-point correspondences. The component does not
need to be configured, as it has no parameters, nor does it need a required interface. As internal realization the k-Nearest Neighbor search component could be used. This is left to the
implementation.
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The Rigid Transformation Estimation subcomponent
The second required interface for the ICP algorithm is provided by the Rigid Transformation
Estimation component. It provides one interface that has a list of point correspondences as
input and a homogeneous transformation as output parameter, in order to store the resulting
transformation. The component has no required interfaces and no parameters that need to be
configured.
8.3.3 The k-Nearest Neighbor search component
Nearest Neighbor search operations are for example used by registration or normal estimation
filtering algorithms, thus it can be seen as a common atomic element for 3D perception and
modeling.
The component will account for two different roles. The first one is a generic use case that
might want to apply the component in a completely different context than robotics, and the
second use case applies Cartesian points with dimension three. The more general interface
allows to set a multidimensional vector data. The query consists of a data vector, as well as
the parameter k, and it will return a vector of indices to the k nearest neighbors. The specific
interface for 3D perception and modeling domain uses data that is defined by a point cloud
instead of multidimensional data vector. The query consists of Cartesian point, rather than
data vector of variable length.
Both interfaces are stateful, as most implementations first create an appropriate search structure, like for example a search tree. Search queries are then accelerated by using that structure.
Whenever in the k-Nearest Neighbor interfaces the data is set, these search structures are created. The configuration interface allows to get the dimension and to set and get an optional
parameter maximalDistance for the maximal allowed distance to regard an element as neighbor.
8.3.4 The Delaunay Triangulation component
The Delaunay Triangulation algorithm is commonly used as atomic element among the mesh
generation algorithms. For example the algorithms of the CRUST and COCONE family or the
α-shapes method, depend on this triangulation.
The primary role of the Delaunay Triangulation component is to create a triangulation from a
point cloud. The result of a 3D triangulation is a set of tetrahedrons. All triangulations obey the
Delaunay property, and do not need any further parameters. That is why there is no configuration interface for this component.

8.4 Integration
The implementations of the proposed data-types and components have been integrated into a
library called BRICS_3D. It supports loading datasets like depth images or point cloud data and
realizes visualization capabilities with the OSG library. The BRICS_3D library will be published
as an open source library17 , such that the components can be reused in robotic applications as
well as new custom defined benchmarks can be performed.

8.5 Benchmarking
This section presents a sample benchmark of the ICP component. It has been selected because
it is a popular core component for environment reconstruction applications. This benchmark
serves as a representative sample to illustrate the concept of benchmarking on a componentbased level. The used performance metric is the computational time which can be seen as one
17 http://www.best-of-robotics.org/
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of the costs of the computation. This metric is only one among others like utility or reliability,
but further experiments are beyond the scope of this paper.
Four implementations of the point correspondence components are used. All are based on the
k-Nearest Neighbors component. The first uses a k-d tree [61], the second uses the ANN [5],
the third the FLANN [57] and the last the STANN [21] library. The rigid transformation estimation implementation comprise an SVD based, a Quaternion (QUAT ) based, a helical motion
estimation (HELIX ) and a linear approximation (APX ) based solution [61].
The benchmarks have been performed with the Stanford Bunny 18 data sets bun000.ply and
bun045.ply. The parameters of the ICP are set as follows: convergence threshold which defines
the minimum convergence slope is 0.00001, the maximal point-to-point distance is 50 and the
maximal amount of iterations is set to 100. The benchmarks are performed on an off-the-shelf
laptop with 2GHz dual core processor and 3GB memory. The operating system is an Ubuntu
9.10 with Kernel version 2.6.31-20. The source code is compiled with the gcc compiler version
4.4.1 with debug flags enabled. Every matching process was repeated 10 times. All algorithm
combinations converge after 20 to 30 iterations and result in a remaining RMS error of approximately 0.002. The mean values for the computational time are depicted in Fig. 8.2.

Figure 8.2: Benchmark results for the Iterative Closest Point algorithm

Independent of the used rigid transformation estimation algorithms, the k-d tree and the
ANN point-to-point correspondence implementation outperforms the other algorithms. The
STANN implementation is by far the slowest approach. As the used test-bed offers only limited
parallel computing hardware, the STANN library was not able to demonstrate its full potential.
The selection of the rigid transformation estimation has only a minor influence on the timing
behavior, whereas the choice of the point correspondences algorithm has a major impact.
The benchmark results are only valid for the used test-bed and the used test data. Furthermore,
the effects of wrapping and adopting the implementations are neglected, still it shows that it is
possible to get access to best practice algorithms by decomposition into atomic components
and benchmarking those.

18 http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrep/
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9 Conclusion
The methodology for identifying best practices presented in this work has several aspects that
need to receive further attention. While the steps themselves have proved to generate relevant
outcomes, their order as sequential chain can be questionned. It turned out to be a more iterative process, where for example the refactoring and integration showed up constraints on
interfaces that were not considered beforehand.
The identification of harmonized interfaces appears to require rather deep knowledge of the
robotics domain. While in many cases it is easy to setup some architecture with interfaces that
somehow help to solve the task at hand, the claim of capturing and representing essential features of the given domain is far from trivial. As it was mentioned that no standardization is
pursued at that step, still the notion of best practice suggests that a common agreement with
opinions in the respective robotics communities is necessary. Thus it seems somewhat questionable that the application of this methodology can be done in isolation. Instead a cooperation and exchange with current researchers seems to be very helpful. This does hold true of
course when considering a whole robotics domain, in contrast to the much more limited scope
of single robotics application.
An open issue is the best way to model the results from the harmonization phase. As the implementation takes place later, a higher abstraction in form of a modeling language seems appropriate. UML is a natural candidate, though further recommendations will be investigated. In a
similar fashion the results of the refactoring step should not be bound to specific frameworks,
where the practical implications can be difficult. Though here several platform-independent
mature tools have been developed that can be exploited.
The libraries resulting from the methodologies as presented in the two use-cases will be further
developed. In particular integration with current systems and frameworks will be continued.
Also the interoperability with state of the art libraries shall be enhanced in order to increase the
benefit gain of conducting benchmarks. Thus the definition of benchmarks that are helpful for
developers for making choices during the development process and that are accepted by the
robotics community will be a focus of future work.
Finally it should be noted that the claim that the results of the methodology help to define best
practice can only be proved over time. At multiple stages in the BRICS project the results of
this methodology will be evaluated for a robot application development and be compared to
a traditional approach. The acceptance by the community of the methodology itself and the
identified best practices will be investigated in addition.
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